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Adjustable
Tables II



Concealed access to electricity
The addition of an electrical unit or systems panel 
provides access to 4-circuit or 1-circuit electrical 
systems and cable management. 

Benching configuration with adjustable tables 
Lateral screens, privacy screens, single and double accessory 
bars as well as modesty panels (laminate or frosted) can be 
installed on adjustable tables.  

Screens available in several heights.

Compatible with other Artopex furniture collections.



  

01. 02.

03. 04.

05.

Adaptable and versatile models. The adjustable 
table can evolve according to your needs by 
adding sections to gain more work surface.

01. Rectangular table

02. 90° corner table   
 + 2 rectangular surfaces
 + reversible

03. 90° corner table, left or right   
 + curved interior access

04. 90° corner table, left or right  
 + curved interior access  
 + right or left extended corner

05. 120° corner table   
 + curved interior access

Work surface depths
Adjustment range 
Adjustment speed  
Weight capacity     

Touch control pad

23’’ or 29’’ 
24 1/2’’ to 50’’ H 
1 1/4’’ per second 
265 lbs., 2 legs 
300 lbs., 3 legs
3 programmable height settings 

Features



Motors
Two or three quiet start motors integrated 
into the legs for quick height adjustment.

Multi-outlet
Grommet and recessed multi-outlet 
options for table surfaces.

Control pad
Touch control pad with 3 programmable 
height settings. 

Telescopic legs
3-section telescopic legs to accommodate 
a wider range of users.

Meets ANSI/BIFMA Standards 
UL certified (CAN-US)



Heightened 
productivity 
and 
health.

SILVER BLACK

Surface
Table surface available in all 
Artopex laminate colors.

Footing
Short footing available, 
sold separately. 

Leg
Available in 2 colors.



  

ARTOPEX
Showrooms

Toronto
366 Adelaide Street East, Suite 130  
Toronto, ON  M5A 3X9 
T 416 366 6140

Montreal
221 Saint-Jacques Street, Suite 100 
Montreal, QC  H2Y 1M6 
T 514 282 2192

Calgary
3619 8th Street South East 
Calgary, AB  T2G 3A5 
T 403 287 0303

Quebec
734 Saint-Joseph Street East, 2nd Floor  
Quebec, QC  G1K 3C3 
T 418 948 2615

artopex.com

Stimulates concentration and productivity
Working in the standing position keeps you alert and improves 
concentration, helping to maintain and even increase productivity. 

Increases energy
Varying positions throughout the day naturally increases energy 
levels. Some studies also demonstrate positive effects on mood. 

Improves posture
Working in the correct standing position helps to improve posture 
which can reduce muscular and skeletal system problems.

Good for the heart
Several studies show the positive impact of varying positions on 
different health issues such as cholesterol, type 2 diabetes and 
weight management.  

Benefits of the adjustable table on productivity 
and well-being 


